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In cognitive radio networks, collaborative spectrum sensing (CSS) algorithms could improve spectrum detection performance;
however, most explorations are based on reliable network environments. In the real network environment, there may be malicious
users that bring wrong spectrum sensing results and attacks designed by them remarkably reduce the spectrum efciency. In order
to resist the attacks of malicious users, this paper proposes a CSSmethod based on the reputation update. By setting an appropriate
reputation threshold, the user fusion center selects the sensing user with a higher reputation to participate in the CSS. Each user’s
reputation value is then updated according to whether its local sensing result matches the fnal judgment result.Tis article chiefy
discusses scenarios for application of three information fusion rules.Te simulation results reveal that the proposed approach with
reputation update outperforms the conventional CSS algorithm for a variety of judgment rules.Te proposed algorithm is capable
of preventing lower reputation users from participating in the CSS, fltering out malicious users, and eliminating the impact of
malicious users’ attacks.

1. Introduction

A cognitive radio network (CRN) can not only be com-
patible with the existing static spectrum allocation system
but also substantially improve the spectrum efciency at
a low cost. Spectrum sensing is the primary problem to be
solved in the CRN, and its main goal is to achieve the
dynamic spectrum information in the surrounding envi-
ronment quickly and reliably. As a result, each secondary
user (SU) would be capable of sharing the spectrum based on
the opportunistic access approach without interfering with
the existing primary users (PUs) [1].

To reduce the adverse efects of multipath and shadow
fading, multiple secondary users usually need to cooperate.
Most existing collaborative spectrum sensing (CSS) schemes
require specifc base stations or fusion centers that collect
local sensing results or decisions from all cooperating users
and then fuse them with some rules to make a fnal decision.

In a real spectrum sensing environment, there may be
malicious users sending false information. Malicious users

send manipulated local sensing results to neighboring users,
leading to a remarkable loss of spectrum sensing accuracy.
Secure spectrum sensing algorithms to resist the attacks of
malicious users have attracted more and more researchers’
attention and research [2–5].

Te CSS-based algorithm in cognitive radio is capable of
improving the sensing performance but is not efective in
defending against malicious users. Te main purpose of the
system proposed in the current investigation is to eliminate
malicious users to prevent the CSS of the attack efect. Te
major contributions of this article are as follows:

(1) We propose an appropriate methodology to defend
against attacks from malicious users in CRNs by
calculating and updating the reputation value of
secondary users. We show that our proposed defense
mechanism outperforms the existing ones.

(2) Te optimal decision rule for cooperative sensing is
methodically examined with the proposed spectrum
sensing scheme based on the reputation. Such
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a scheme with the “majority” rule ensures higher
detection probability and better spectrum sensing
performance with a small false alarm probability.
Tis approach is capable of noticeably improving the
accuracy of spectrum sensing.

Te rest of the present article is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the works associated with the CSS under
malicious user attacks. In Section 3, we introduce the system
model of a CSS algorithm based on reputation update and
discuss various data fusion rules. In Section 4, we describe
the traditional performance of the CSS and propose an
approach to defend against attacks by evicting malicious
users. In Section 5, we provide the simulation results and
discussion. Finally, Section 6 presents the major obtained
results in this paper.

2. Related Work

Most existing investigations on spectrum sensing perfor-
mance in CRNs are essentially organized based on the
premise that cognitive users are generally reliable. In a real
spectrum sensing environment, there may be malicious
users sending false information. Terefore, in recent years,
more investigators have started to examine the impact of
unreliable cognitive users on spectrum sensing performance
and how to circumvent the interference of malicious users.

Rawat et al. [6] analyzed the performance limitations of
CSS under Byzantine attacks where malicious users send false
sensing data to the fusion center, which increases the
probability of false sensing results. To defend against spec-
trum sensing data falsifcation (SSDF) attackers, Xu et al. [7]
proposed an alternative optimization algorithm based on
a dual reputation mechanism to maximize throughput. For
this purpose, a dual reputation-based algorithmwas proposed
to distinguish the SSDF attackers and the honest secondary
users were determined. Wang et al. [8] established a reputa-
tion-based CSS algorithm formobile CRNs to resist malicious
attacks. Tey proposed the idea of the “slide window” to
increase the number of detected results during each iteration
to enhance the stability and accuracy of the algorithm. Al-
Mathehaji et al. [9] proposed a defense strategy to thwart
SSDF attacks by intelligently verifying sensory data with the
help of trusted nodes. Te proposed scheme employed an
efcient and fast reputation-based algorithm to analyze each
user’s behavior. Amjad et al. [10] presented a reputation
system that works in the scenarios described above in con-
junction with a semisupervised spatiospectral detection sys-
tem, which could reduce the decision error rate and lead to
a higher detection rate of malicious users. To improve
malicious user detection and primary user identifcation in
mobile CRN, Jana et al. [11] developed a primary user de-
tection method based on the location reliability (LR) and
a malicious user detection method based on the LR and
Dempster–Shafer (DS) theories.

Mousavifar and Leung [12] proposed a secure and ef-
fcient cooperative spectrum sensing scheme to resist SSDF
attacks and increase the energy efciency in the CRSN. In
order to maximize the energy efciency of spectrum sensing,

Ren et al. [13] evaluated the minimum number of sensor
nodes required for spectrum sensing to ensure the optimal
accuracy of the sensing results. Te CSS in the presence of
primary user emulation attackers (PUEA) was also explored
by Pourgharehkhan et al. [14], which constituted a PUEA
network in a cognitive radio network by impersonating
primary users. In order to achieve the best performance and
protect the predefned requirements of the CR, the authors
proposed an algorithm to incorporate the help of secondary
users in the spectrum sensing.

To reduce the efects of malicious users, a framework
with high detection accuracy and low data acquisition costs
in SUs was examined by Qin et al. [15]. Compared with the
conventional approach, the proposed malicious user de-
tection framework achieves high detection accuracy with
lower data acquisition costs. To lessen the impact of in-
terference and attacks, Zhang et al. [16] designed an en-
semble machine learning framework that provides robust
and accurate fusion performance. Ma et al. [17] analyzed the
efect of an incomplete collaborative control channel on the
identifcation of malicious secondary users under in-
dependent and cooperative attacks. To better distinguish
honest users from malicious users, a reputation threshold
was introduced for each secondary user (i.e., a reputation-
based cooperative spectrum sensing method, which was
robust against attacks). Yuan et al. [18] suggested a secure
fusion strategy that utilizes a “soft decision” method and
could distinguish between malicious users and honest users
under any distribution of sensing reports using the maxi-
mum mean diference. Te proposed scheme would be
suitable for general CRN application scenarios. Zhang et al.
[19] established the trained model to evaluate the reliability
of nonanchor sensor data and also exploit them together
with new anchor sensor data to retrain the model. Extensive
experiments have confrmed the high efciency and efec-
tiveness of reliable spectrum occupancy detection, even
when malicious spectrum sensors are in the majority. Cheng
et al. [20] investigated the problem of malicious user
identifcation against limited spectrum sensing data spoofng
attacks in the CSS network. To identify interactive secondary
users, a detection architecture was constructed with in-
teractive secondary users divided into binary groups and
performing distributed detection. Te achieved results in-
dicated the superiority of the proposed strategy over other
detection algorithms.

In unreliable cognitive radio network environments,
erroneous sensing results will interfere with primary users,
thus afecting the normal use of authorized users, which
defeats the original purpose of cognitive radio technology. In
order to solve the problem of spectrum sensing uncertainty
caused by malicious users, a CSS-based algorithm using
reputation update is proposed to resist malicious user
attacks.

3. System Model

As can be seen from Figure 1, the model of the CSS system
consists of one primary user, M secondary users, a data
fusion center (FC), and several malicious users. Let us
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assume that the allowed band would be within the range of
the user’s cognitive spectrum sensing. First, each secondary
user can sense independently, and then the sensed results are
transmitted to the data fusion center. If there is an autho-
rized primary user, the secondary user sends a “1” to the data
fusion center; otherwise, a “0” is submitted. According to the
integration rule, the data fusion center processes all sensing
results, determines whether the primary user is present or
not, and gives them to the secondary user.

Te performance of the CSS scheme depends on the
number and reputation of CR users in the CRN. If a CR
user’s local sensor returns a result that is less reliable, it will
be given a low reputation level. Conversely, if the local
sensing results of a CR user exhibit higher reliability, it will
be given a high reputation level. Te CR users’ reputation
results are accumulated from historical detection. Te
reputation could alter with time and environment; hence,
the reputation level should be updated at any time.

In the present work, the centralized CSS approach is
utilized. Te fusion center receives the local sensing results
and decides for the fnal result whether the primary user
occupies the channel through the fusion rule. Te main
combinational methods used by the data fusion center are
the “AND” rule, the “OR” rule, and the “K-out-of-N” rule.
Te fowchart of the fusion rule is presented in Figure 2. Te
information fusion center selects the adjudication rules
based on the degree of spectrum required by the cognitive
user service and the severity of interference restrictions by
the licensed primary user.

Te “AND” rule is more about maximizing the use of
spectrum resources, and although the detection probability
is reduced, it can be exchanged for a lower false alarm
probability. Te “AND” rule is suitable for scenarios where
the cognitive user takes high demand for spectrum resources
and the primary user exhibits low interference requirements.
Te advantage of collaborative sensing under the “OR” rule
is the protection of primary users from harmful interference
caused by cognitive users due to missed detections. Tis rule

largely protects the primary users, but at the cost of more
opportunities to use the spectrum. Te “OR” rule is suitable
for scenarios where the cognitive user has a low demand for
spectrum resources and the primary user has a high demand
for interference limits. Te frst two rules are extreme
judgments that either focus only on protecting primary users
from interference or on maximizing the use of spectrum
resources, which necessities to implement a compromise
solution in practical applications. Te “K-out-of-N” rule is
suitable for scenarios where primary users have low in-
terference limit requirements and moderate spectrum
resources.

4. A Collaborative Spectrum Sensing Algorithm
Based on Reputation Update

4.1. Collaborative Spectrum Sensing Performance with Dif-
ferent Rules. Te centralized collaborative spectrum is one
of the most extensively utilized methodologies. Tere are
two types of fusion methods that are often used, one is soft
fusion and the other is hard fusion. Hard fusion means that
a judgment threshold is set, and the presence of a primary
user can only be determined if the information statistics
would be greater than or equal to the threshold value. Te
fusion center receives the results of the local sensing and
obtains the fnal result whether the original user occupies the
channel through the fusion rule or not. Te main fusion-
based methods employed by the data fusion center are the
“AND” rule, the “OR” rule, and the “K-out-of-N” rule.

Te “AND” rule means that all CR users send their
reputation value to the FC, and the FC receives all the results
and performs a logical “AND” calculation. In other words,
the FC determines that the primary user exists only when all
CR users involved in the collaboration detect the presence of
the primary user’s signal. Until a CR user detects the
presence of the primary user, the FC detects that the primary
user does not exist. Assuming that the local detection
probability and the false alarm probability of the i-th CR user

Secondary user Primary user

Malicious user Fusion center

Local sensing

Send local
sensing result

Update reputation and send final judgement result

PU

FC

Figure 1: System model of collaborative spectrum sensing with the malicious user.
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are pd,i and pf,i, respectively, the fnal false alarm probability
Qj and the detection probability Qd are calculated by “AND”
rule which can be evaluated as follows:

Qd � 
M

i�1
pd,i,

Qf � 
M

i�1
pf,i,

(1)

whereM represents the number of local CR users involved in
the collaboration.

Te “OR” rule means that all CR users send their sensing
results to the FC, which receives all the results of the logical
“OR” rule. As long as a CR user detects the presence of the
primary user, the FC determines the presence of the primary
user. Tis rule properly protects the primary user from the
interference of CR users, but the spectrum utilization will be
noticeably reduced, leading to the waste of spectrum re-
sources. Assuming that the local detection probability and
the false alarm probability of the i-th CR user are denoted by
pd,i and pf,i, respectively, the fnal false alarm probability Qj
and the false detection probabilityQd are calculated by “OR.”
By this virtue, the logic is obtained as follows:

Qd � 1 − 
M

i�1
1 − pd,i , Qf � 1 − 

M

i�1
1 − pf,i . (2)

Te “K-out-of-N” rule is that amongM cognitive users, if
the number of CR users is greater than or equal to K, it
detects the presence of the primary user such that the
presence of the primary user is judged to exist. Otherwise, if
the number of CR users is less than K, it detects the presence
of the primary user such that the primary user is judged not
to exist.

H1: 
M

i�1
Di ≥K,

H0: 
M

i�1
Di <K,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

where Di is the judgment result of the i-th CR user.
Assuming that the local detection probability and the

false alarm probability of the i-th CR user are represented
by pd,i and pf,i, respectively, the fnal false alarm proba-
bility Qj and the false detection probability Qd are cal-
culated by the “K-out-of-N” rule, as evaluated in the
following form:

Qd � 
M

j�k


ΣDi�j



M

i�1
pd,i 

Di 1 − pd,i 
1− Di

,

Qf � 
M

j�k


ΣDi�j



M

i�1
pf,i 

Di 1 − pf,i 
1− Di

.

(4)

4.2. Collaborative Spectrum Sensing Performance Based on
Reputation Update. Te proposed algorithm in this paper
is also allowed to set a suitable reputation threshold. To
this end, each CR user obtains sensing results through
local energy detection and compares them with the rep-
utation threshold value. However, the FC only receives
sensing results from CR users above the threshold value
and fuses them. It implies that the FC selects the sensing
CR users with a higher reputation to participate in
spectrum sensing collaboration and flters CR users with
a low reputation. Finally, the reputation value of each CR
user is updated according to whether the local sensing

If the degree of spectrum
demanded of the cognitive

user is bigger?

˝AND˝ rule

N

Y

Y

N

˝K out of N˝ rule˝OR˝ rule

End

The information fusion center make the final decision

Are the requirements for
interference limits strict for

licensed users?

The information fusion center choose the judge rule

Each cognitive user sends the local sensing results to
the information fusion center

Each cognitive user performs spectrum sensing scheme

Begin

Figure 2: Te fow diagram of the fusion rule.
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result of each CR user is consistent with the corresponding
global one.

pdi(z) refers to the probability that the FC judges the
presence of PU signal x(t) (dFC � 1) and the i-th CR user also
judges the presence of PU signal (di � 1) at the z-th spectrum
sensing, which is the detection probability of the i-th CR user
at the z-th spectrum sensing. pf(z) stands for the probability
that the FC judges the absence of PU signal x(t)(dFC � 0) and
the i-th CR user judges that the PU signal is present (di � 1),
which is the false alarm probability of the i-th sensing node
at the z-th spectrum sensing.

pdi(z) � p di � 1 dFC
 � 1 ,

pf i(z) � p di � 1 dFC
 � 0 ,

(5)

where di represents the local sensing result of the i-th CR
user, dFC denotes the sensing result of the FC, and z stands
for the number of spectrum sensing, i� 1,2, ..., z.

H0: di � 0,

H1: di � 1,
(6)

whereH0 andH1 represent the local sensing result of the i-th
CR user.

Te reputation degree Ri is set appropriately for each
user, and two threshold values are set as λ and θ, where λ
represents the energy detection threshold and θ denotes the
reputation degree threshold. Based on their trust values
Ri(z), the users can be generally classifed into three states:

(1) When Ri< λ, the user is in an untrusted state, and it is
fltered out and cannot participate in CSS.

(2) When λ<Ri< θ, the user is in a waiting state, and the
fusion center will not receive its sensed results, but
the user’s reputation value is still updated.

(3) When Ri> θ, the user is in a reliable state, and the
fusion center allows it to participate in the CSS.

Te reputation can be updated as follows:

Ri(z + 1) � Ri(z) +(−1)
fi(z)+D(z)( ). (7)

Te result of the local spectrum sensing is given as

fi(z) �
1, Γi(z)≥ λ,

0, otherwise.
 (8)

According to the above equation, the reputation value of
the i-th CR user in the z-th spectrum sensing can be
evaluated.

Ri(z) denotes the reputation of the i-th CR user at the z-
th sensing, μ represents the judgment threshold of the fusion
center, and G� {i, Ri(z)>θ}.

D(z) �

1, 
i∈G

wi(z)Γi(z)≥ μ,

0, otherwise.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(9)

Te weights can be expressed as follows:

wi(z) �
wi
′(z)


i

wi
′
(z)

,

wi
′(z) �

Ri(z)

max Ri(z)( 
.

(10)

5. Simulation Results and Discussion

Let us assume that the proportion of malicious users is
n= 0.4, the number of CR users isM= 30, the signal-to-noise
ratio is SNR=−8 dB, a sinusoidal signal is taken as the PU
signal, sampling frequency is FS = 100MHz, sampling points
is 10000, and a sinusoidal signal and a randomly generated
Gaussian white noise represent the signal detected by the SU
in the simulation environment.

Te performance comparison of the proposed scheme
with reputation and traditional scheme using the “AND”
rule is illustrated in Figure 3.Te detection probability of the
reputation-based algorithm is higher than that of the tra-
ditional CSS with the “AND” rule. In the case of the false
alarm probability equal to 0.1, the detection probability of
the traditional algorithm is obtained as 0.35, and the de-
tection probability of the reputation-based algorithm is
predicted to be 0.75. Tis is mainly attributed to the fact that
the malicious users are eliminated due to low reputation in
the proposed algorithm, and the sensing results of the
cognitive users with high reputations are chosen to par-
ticipate in the fnal decision.

Figure 4 compares the spectrum sensing performance of
the proposed algorithm with reputation and the traditional
CSS scheme using the “OR” rule. Te plotted results indicate
that the detection probability of the CSS with the reputation-
based algorithm is higher than that of the traditional CSS-
based algorithm for the “OR” rule. When the false alarm
probability is set as 0.1, the detection probability of the
traditional algorithm is predicted to be 0.83, and the de-
tection probability of the reputation-based algorithm is
gained as 0.98. Tis issue is essentially ascribed to the fact
that in the traditional CSS algorithm, the fnal decision using
the “OR” rule is more prone to malicious users, resulting in
poor spectrum detection performance.

Figure 5 compares the spectrum sensing performance of
the algorithm with and without the “majority” rule repu-
tation. Te “majority” rule is achieved in the case of K=N/2
for the “K-out-of-N” rule, that is, more than half of the
secondary users judge that the primary user exists, and the
fnal decision is that the primary user exists. Te demon-
strated results reveal that the detection probability of the CSS
with the reputation-based algorithm is higher than that of
the traditional CSS algorithm for the “majority” rule. When
the false alarm probability is set equal to 0.1, the detection
probability of the traditional algorithm is obtained as 0.93,
and the detection probability of the reputation-based al-
gorithm is predicted to be 1. Te “majority” rule means that
the judgment of more than half of the cognitive users is the
fnal decision. Terefore, the infuence of the spectrum
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sensing inaccuracy due to the malicious users is relatively
small compared to the proposed scheme.

Te simulation results reveal that the CSS with a repu-
tation-based algorithm outperforms the traditional algo-
rithm, and the proposed reputation-based algorithm is
capable of improving the detection probability and efec-
tively resisting the malicious users.

Figure 6 compares the spectrum sensing performance of
the reputation-based CSS algorithm based on the “AND”

rule, “OR” rule, and “majority” rule. For the proposed al-
gorithm based on reputation update, when the false alarm
probability is set as 0.1, the spectrum detection probability
with the “AND” rule is predicted to be 0.75, and the
spectrum detection probability with the “OR” rule is ob-
tained as 0.98. Te probability of detecting the “majority”
rule for spectrum sensing would be 1. Te “majority” rule is
a compromise solution in practical CRNs, which is ap-
propriate for scenarios where the primary user has low
interference limit requirements and moderate spectrum
resource needs.

According to the simulation results, the CSS algorithm
based on the “majority” rule has a higher detection prob-
ability and performs better in spectrum sensing.

In the case of the “majority” rule, the efectiveness of the
CSS-based approach has been compared for both cases with
and without reputations. Te percentage of malicious users
is set as 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively. Figure 7 and Table 1
represent that the reputation-based CSS performs better as
the percentage of malicious users raises. Te performance of
the proposed algorithm on the basis of the reputation update
is better than the conventional method when the percentage
of malicious users is known.

When the proportion of malicious users is high and the
probability of a false alarm is certain, the detection prob-
ability of the algorithm proposed in this paper is signifcantly
higher than that of the traditional algorithm. Te proposed
algorithm is capable of efectively enhancing the perfor-
mance of the spectrum sensing in the environment subjected
to the attacks of multiple malicious users.

Te simulation results indicate that the reputation-based
CSS algorithm with the “majority” rule performs better and
would be more efective against malicious users. Tis fact

The conventional cooperative spectrum sensing scheme
The proposed cooperative spectrum sensing scheme
with reputation update
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Figure 5: Comparison of the performance of proposed scheme
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Figure 7: Comparison of the performance of proposed scheme with reputation and traditional scheme without reputation under diferent
proportion of malicious users.

Table 1: Probability of detection for the algorithm with and without reputation in diferent proportion of malicious users.

Algorithm
Te proportion of malicious users

0.1 0.3 0.5
Traditional algorithm 0.88 0.79 0.59
Proposed algorithm 0.92 0.94 0.99

The proposed algorithm with "and" rule
The proposed algorithm with "or" rule
The proposed algorithm with "majority" rule
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Figure 6: Comparison of collaborative spectrum sensing performance with reputation for diferent rules.
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ensures efcient and secure spectrum sensing in environ-
ments with a high number of malicious users.

6. Conclusions

Te CSS in cognitive radio is capable of enhancing the
sensing performance; however, it is inefective against
malicious user attacks. In order to efectively repel the at-
tacks of malicious users, in this paper, we establish a CSS
algorithm based on the reputation update. By analyzing the
simulation results and contrasting them with the CSS al-
gorithm, we are able to improve the spectrum detection
performance. Te achieved results reveal that the proposed
reputation-based algorithm with the “majority” rule per-
forms better and is themost efective against malicious users.
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